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AECOM Transport Planning – Local Experience

Infrastructure Planning Managing Transport

Regional Strategic Transport Network – Transport 
Plan 2035

Strategic Highways
Bus 
Rail
Park & Ride

Assessment & 
Appraisal

Parking Strategies to support Local Plans

Short/long stay parking
Capacity assessments
Policy & Signage 
Parent/Child provision
Disabled parking
Motorhomes
Bicycle parking
EV charging

Greenways & Quiet Lanes for walking and cycling

Strategic Plan for
Greenways & 
Feasibility Studies

Initial discussions on
Quiet Lanes for 
unclassified rural roads

My Mobility Hub

Booking of sustainable transport 
options

Rewards system for users
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1. What’s the Problem?



Transport Facts – Northern Ireland

– Transport is the largest source of NI emissions

– Highest distance driven of any UK region – 9,625km per person in 2014. (Wales 

9,363km in 2018, ROI 11,223km per person)

– Highest number of road deaths per million of any UK region (34 d/mn in 2017)

– 84.5m public transport journeys (2019) – new record

– Around 1 in 4 journeys feature walking, cycling or public transport

Per Person NI Scotland Wales England UK ROI

Car ownership (2018) 0.52 0.45 0.51 0.48 0.49 0.57

Length of road (metres) 13.9 10.4 11.1 5.5 6.5 20.9

Source: DFI / https://twitter.com/peterdonaghy



Northern Ireland – rural population and agricultural employment

Total Population

In 2017

– Greater urban/mixed population 

(65%)

– Similar rural population to 1926

– The number of agricultural jobs has 

dropped from 200k to 50k

– Rural areas are more travel 

dependent than ever

– How will rural populations change 

in the future?

Source: DAERA / NISRA



Northern Ireland – where people live

Source: https://twitter.com/georgia_corr



Why this all matters

– Many of us are completely and individually travel dependent

– Our dispersed population makes sustainable transport solutions difficult

– Our behaviour is a function of our environment

– Our travel is overwhelmingly carbon dependent

– Many of our town centre traffic problems are related to other factors e.g. 

location, parking, school run, time of day, accessibility, complexities of daily life, 

habits, etc

– Individual choices collectively make a difference – both good and bad



A glimpse into the future

– We are making slightly fewer trips per 

person

– Young people feel less car dependent 

– Mobility is fast becoming a service

– More focus on sharing

– New fuel sources being adopted

– Connected future offers benefits

– Increasing focus on managing existing 

transport assets



2. We can do better



The role of Transport Planning

“We have found it desirable to avoid the term 

'solution' altogether, for the traffic problem is not 

so much a problem waiting for a solution as a 

social situation requiring to be dealt with by 

policies patiently applied over a period and 

revised from time to time in light of events.”                                

Traffic in Towns, 1963



Transport Planning considers:

✓All transport modes

✓The Need to Nudge 

✓Managing reactions

✓The ‘why’ not just the ‘what’

✓Location

✓Who is being provided for

✓Collaboration and engagement from the outset

✓The need to Stick to the Plan and Keep Planning Transport

✓Evidence

✓How transport resources can be shared 



3. AECOM Examples



Town Centre Parking – the conundrum

Centre of town

Edge of town centre 

– Who parks where?

– For how long?

– When?

– How do we manage behaviour?

– Is it sustainable?

– What’s the best use of town centre land?

– How can we improve space availability

and encourage space turnover?

– How do we support the variety of 

activities in town centres?



Town Centre Parking – asking the users
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Reasons for parking in a particular location– Responses from:

• Ards & North Down

• Fermanagh & Omagh

• Newry, Mourne & Down

• Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon

– 3,100 respondents

– Proximity and availability are most 

important to users

– Cost not stated as an issue by 75% 

of respondents

– Most people want to park for less 

than 4 hours

– Very similar results in GB



Town Centre Parking – results

– AECOM developed Parking Strategy for FODC 

– Particular focus on Council car parks in Enniskillen & Omagh town centres

– Tariffs revised in central car parks to encourage short stay, standardisation of 

tariffs elsewhere. 

– No additionally charged car parks.

– Results:

• Up to 400 parking spaces freed up for short stay parking

• Nearly 100 fewer long stay parking acts in central areas (-50%)

• Negligible impact on overall parking demand

• No new car parks

• Improved management of parking and better space turnover

• Town centre traders: “it has worked” 



My Mobility Hub

– First Mobility as a Service platform in Ireland

– For Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Council

– Aids booking of sustainable transport options

– eCar pool cars, bike/ebikes, car sharing, public transport 



My Mobility Hub

– Users receive 

points for use

– Monitors use, 

behavioural

change and 

environmental

impact

– Enforces policies

– Gamification

encourages use

– Completely 

scalable



If you would like to find out more…



Transport Planning Society / CIHT Event

Mon 21st Oct 6pm, Queen’s University

Better Planning, Better Transport, Better Places

Focusing on the critical practical steps that can be 

taken by planning professionals, developers, 

advisers, and local councils to overcome these 

barriers. Includes panel discussion.

Lynda Addison OBE FCIHT
Chair of CIHT Sustainable Transport 

Panel

Transportation Professional of the Year 

2019



Thank you

peter.morrow@aecom.com


